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From Extinction Rebellion to Citizens’ Rebellion 
Discovering the citizens’ power 

 
Tony Czarnecki 

 
Many people like myself, engaged for years in sustainability in the broadest sense, were still astounded 

how a single girl, Greta Thunberg, could inspire the imagination and ignite a spontaneous action of 

millions of citizens’ worldwide who saw the climate change as a real threat to our lives. It worked 

brilliantly well. And yet, one must wonder why such an action was at all needed. The facts were well 

known and accepted by most governments. But the action of those government was mostly limited to 

acknowledging those facts and doing pretty nothing. That is why such a protest was needed. Citizens 

had to force the governments to act. In a sense they behave as claimants and even beggars, asking to do 

what is required right now. 

 

If the governments act only under such a severe pressure by those who are the real beholders of the 

power of governance – the citizens, then there must be something seriously wrong with democracy. 

And it is, if we really understand how we, the citizens, are governed. It is the imbalance between the 

power of voters and politicians in the government. The root cause of that imbalance starts at an election, 

where the parties’ manifesto is tuned to temporal whims of the electorate. Once the votes have been 

cast, voters cannot rectify bad laws passed which most citizens may consider as vital and urgent. 

Citizens as voters can hold politicians to account only on the day of the election. Afterwards, there is 

practically no day-to-day accountability of the elected government for decisions, which it is making, 

irrespective of how damaging they may be for the nation. The winning party can do almost anything 

within the law and establish the priorities that suits that party best to win the next election.  

 

It is this deep fault in democracy, which causes many campaign groups such as Extinction Rebellion to 

go out on the streets as a last resort to force governments to take, mostly urgent, decisions in the interest 

of citizens rather, than politicians. Here, we can see very clearly the problem with a representative 

democracy. What Extinction Rebellion and similar movements try to do ad hoc is to use a tool of direct 

democracy in an informal way, because the current representative democracy is definitely imperfect in 

that area. Some may think that a solution might be to adapt the Swiss model of a direct democracy, 

which allows any citizen to challenge any law approved by the parliament or propose a modification of 

the federal Constitution at any time. The most frequent themes are healthcare, taxes, welfare, drug 

policy, public transport, immigration, asylum, and education. 

 

To some extent, referenda in Switzerland make sense because direct democracy has been there for 

hundreds of years, it is a small country, and decisions important for an average citizen are executed at 

the lowest possible level (e.g. municipality). Therefore, people get very interested in politics and know 

the subject matter well. They can just arrive at a rational decision and accept solutions that can 

sometimes be painful. However, even there such a system is prone to corruption or to abuse as in the 

representative democracy because voters can be influenced by biased media in a similar way. So, the 

Swiss may think that they are better off with a direct rather than a representative democracy, but an 

objective analysis may not confirm that.  

 

However, notwithstanding these deficiencies, a problem is that referenda are not well suited to a human 

nature. We act primarily using our emotions rather than cold reasonable judgment. People voting in 

referenda and elections have a similar experience like going to a shop. Quite often we support a certain 

decision because it answers our immediate emotional need. People in general choose black or white, 

easy to understand, easy to implement, short-term solutions. Politicians know that and that is why they 

play for the short-term gain by manipulating the public opinion. In that way they can be re-elected at 

the next election. Perhaps no wonder that in 2017 the Dutch Council of State warned that the thoughtless 

use of referenda and other forms of "people's democracy" sooner or later will undermine the functioning 

of the Dutch representative democracy and the rule of law. That’s why the Dutch government decided 

in February 2018 to abolish referenda.  
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Direct democracy alone, in a form of frequent referenda is not the right instrument for making intricate 

political or economic choices because of the rising complexity of the issues, which predominately 

require a rational judgement rather than an emotional choice. Decisions, which may seem right at the 

time of taking them, such as Brexit, may lead to potentially disastrous consequences in the longer term. 

Therefore, it seems that a direct democracy in the form of frequent referenda may not be the right 

solution to the current crisis of democracy and citizens’ inability to keep governments to account 

throughout the entire parliamentary term. To keep the balance between the power of the voters and the 

elected representatives we need to merge the principles of direct democracy with representative 

democracy. 

 

So, how can we merge representative and direct democracy? In recent years, there has been a growing 

support for a new political decision-making body called a Citizens’ Assembly, to which delegates have 

been randomly selected in a similar way as in the ancient Greece. They are generally focused on less 

complex political issues, such as electoral reform or gay rights. There have been over 250 Citizens’ 

Assemblies worldwide covering various political topics. Perhaps the best testing ground for their 

applicability is the current Conference on the Future of Europe, which is to deliver its recommendation 

in spring 2022. The Conference’s agenda includes 10 Topics debated by National Citizens Assemblies, 

to which delegates have been randomly selected from all EU countries. Each such a National Assembly 

selects delegates to the European Citizens’ Assembly, part of the Conference Plenary. If the final result 

of the Conference broadly follows current proposals, then it may be converted into a de facto 

Constitutional Convention.  

 

Although Citizens’ Assemblies are not a silver bullet solution, they could help correct some deep fault 

lines in the current democratic system and bring to democracy two very important elements: neutrality 

and diversity. However, to have a real and continuous impact on politics, they should become a 

permanent part of a legislative system at every level of a new democracy, giving citizens a continuous 

real influence in political decision-making.  

 

Citizens’ Petitions and a Citizens’ Senate 
 

The first step towards a continuous oversight of the elected politicians might be a system of citizens’ 

petitions, which already exists in some countries. For example, in Britain in 2015, a formal on-line 

petition system was introduced. However, out of over 50,000 petitions filed in the last 5 years, only one 

new law was passed - on removing tax on tampons. So, petitions, at least in Britain, are a frustration 

valve for the voters and a fig leaf for the governing party, covering the current system of total power 

grab after the elections. Therefore, we need a different, ‘reinforced’ petition system, but in which a 

higher level of support e.g., of 5% of the eligible voters would be required. 

 

Such a petition system would be the first stage in merging representative and direct democracies. Its 

key function would be to trigger the calling of a Citizens’ Senate session. In this way, it would be the 

citizens’ who would have the right to initiate its individual sessions to discuss a certain problem, rather 

than the parliament.  

 

The main reason for having such a bicameral system is that elections and a random selection each offer 

a different type of representation. In an elected chamber, the aim is to have representatives who would 

consider the needs of the entire population. By contrast, in a Citizens’ Senate, randomly selected 

members represent themselves and therefore they have substantial independence in the voting 

preference. Both points of view are valuable and would result in a much better fulfilment of what a 

given nation really wants and how it wishes to be governed. 

 

A Citizens’ Senate session should consider only one issue to avoid lobbying pressures. For each such 

session, a new lot of citizens would be randomly selected. Once Senators have passed a resolution, a 

session will be closed, and the delegates will complete their service. Here is an overview of how a 

Citizens’ Senate might work. 
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An overview of how a Petition system, a Citizens’ Senate and the parliament might function 

 

The question is how to make it happen. Politicians have no real interest in limiting their power. And 

here is the role for a campaign like an Extinction Rebellion, which may be renamed – Citizens’ 

Rebellion. It should demand that a parliament sets a new law allowing valid petitions to trigger the 

calling of a Citizens’ Senate session. Decisions of the Senate, with appropriate legal assistance, would 

have the power of a draft parliamentary legislation. The parliament could only reject it with a 

qualified majority. If it could not agree on modifying the presented draft legislation within one year, 

such a legislation would automatically become law. That seems a simple and fast track way for the 

citizens to share the real power of governance with politicians.  

 

In summary, a petition system linked to a Citizens’ Senate seems to be the most logical starting point. 

Such a new model of democracy, which might be called Consensual Presidential Democracy1 will 

significantly re-engage citizens, maintaining a continuous accountability of the governing to the 

governed. Citizens’ Senate would become the bridge merging representative and direct democracy. In 

such a democracy, only coalition governments would be allowed, with the President playing a pivotal 

role in achieving broader than ever consensus. To increase such a consensus even further, the leaders 

of the two largest parties would have the role of Vice-Presidents. Such a Presidency would then be more 

representative of the entire nation as well as capable of making swift, unpopular decisions in 

emergencies. 
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